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R-Go Split Compact Ergonomic Keyboard

This ergonomic split keyboard can be used in different working
positions. With the built-in magnet this split keyboard can be
transformed into a compact keyboard with just one movement.
An R-Go Compact Keyboard allows you to place the keyboards at an angle to suit the entry of
your hands and a distance to give easy access without pressure on your body while typing and
using the mouse. An R-Go Split Keyboard ensures a natural, relaxed work posture with
straight wrists while typing. It has a soft firm touch and light keystroke, which requires less
muscle tension during typing and greatly reduces the risk of overburdening yourself.
This keyboard offers all the ergonomic features you need to type in a healthy way. The split
alloys you to spread and twist the two parts to receive your hands in a natural inward
position which in turn lets you type with a straight wrist. This ergonomic split keyboard can
be used in different working positions. You can choose between 2 connecting cords between
each section to give you greater flexibility of spread or use one cord to connect to a device
such as a numeric pad
R-Go is a FLAT 9mm high keyboard at a compact 288mm wide and 137 deep and weighs 296
grams. The thin design ensures a relaxed, flat position of the hands and wrists while typing
With the built-in magnet this split keyboard can be transformed into a compact keyboard
with just one movement Thanks to the light keystroke, there is a minimal amount of muscle
tension while typing.. The keyboard is lightweight and because it consists of two parts, it
easily fits into any laptop bag making it ideal for travelling. The keys of the R-Go Split
keyboard have the same size as a standard keyboard.
Cable Length (mm): 1500, Compatibility : Windows; Linux, Installation: Plug and play
Code

22RGO

R-Go keyboard Split Mini wired
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